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Abstract
We prove the existence and the regularity of weak solutions of a nonlocal elliptic–
parabolic free-boundary problem involving the notions of relative rearrangement and
monotone rearrangement. The problem arises in the study of the dynamics of a magnetically
conﬁned fusion plasma in a Stellarator device when the dimensional analysis on the
characteristic times suggests to neglect the inertial acceleration in presence of a time dependent
magnetic ﬁeld.
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1. Introduction
We study the existence and regularity of solutions for the following elliptic–
parabolic problem: given O; an open regular bounded set of R2; and a positive time
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T40; we seek u : ½0; T   O-R satisfying the nonlocal problem
ðPÞ
@
@t
bðuÞ  Du ¼ aGðuÞ þ JðuÞ in 0; T ½O;
uðt; xÞ ¼ g on 0; T ½@O;
bðuð0; xÞÞ ¼ bðu0ðxÞÞ xAO;
8>><>:
where G; J are deﬁned as
GðuÞðt; xÞ ¼ a F2v  l
Z juðtÞ4uþðt;xÞj
juðtÞ40j
½uþðtÞ0ðsÞðuþðtÞÞðsÞbuðt; sÞ ds
" #1=2
þ
; ð1Þ
JðuÞðt; xÞ ¼ luþðt; xÞ½bðxÞ  buðtÞðjuðtÞ4uðt; xÞjÞ ð2Þ
and bðrÞ :¼ minð0; rÞ ¼ r for rAR: The coefﬁcients a; b are given functions in
LNðOÞ such that ac0 and b40 a.e. in O; while l40; Fv40 and go0 are given
constants. Here, u denotes the decreasing rearrangement of u; bu is the relative
rearrangement of b with respect to u (see Section 2 below for the deﬁnitions) and jEj
denotes the Lebesgue measure of a set E:
Problem ðPÞ appears in the mathematical treatment of a bidimensional model
describing the quasi-stationary processes that occur in the magnetic conﬁnement of a
fusion plasma in a Stellarator device. This model is derived from the 3D MHD
system by means of an averaging method. The unknown u is called the flux function
and its gradient represents the components of the averaged magnetic ﬁeld conﬁning
the plasma. Some indications on the derivation of ðPÞ are given in Appendix A.
Here, we just remark that ðPÞ can be viewed as a free-boundary problem, since the
interface separating the elliptic and parabolic domains (i.e., fu40g and fuo0g
respectively) is a priori unknown. Physically, these two domains correspond with the
plasma region, i.e. the region in the Stellarator device where the plasma is conﬁned,
and the vacuum region (i.e., where is present no plasma) respectively. In the ﬁrst of
these regions the plasma can be regarded as being, at each instant of time t; in
magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium (this can be justiﬁed by dimensional analysis on
the characteristic times), while time-dependent diffusion processes take place in the
vacuum region (notice that here, the equation in ðPÞ reduces to the linear heat
equation).
Two main difﬁculties appear in the study of existence of solutions of problem ðPÞ:
The ﬁrst one comes from the nonlocal terms in ðPÞ since they do not depend on bðuÞ
but on u and moreover, they are only known to be continuous under strong
regularity hypothesis for u: At the same time, the elliptic–parabolic character of ðPÞ
poses big problems, since we have not information on the time derivative of u when
uX0: Hence, we cannot expect to obtain regular solutions for this problem. Let us
point out the existence of many papers where elliptic–parabolic problems are treated,
most of them appearing in the context of partially saturated ﬂows in porous media
(see, e.g., [4,24,25,37] and the references therein). In this sense, we recall that when
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deducing Darcy’s law for ﬂows in porous media by homogenization methods
nonlocal terms appear, although they are usually neglected by assuming some
hypothesis (see, for instance, Remark 1 in [13]). We shall also mention the important
work of Alt and Luckhaus [1] where a general study for elliptic–parabolic systems is
carried out. As we already mentioned, the main differences between the model we are
interested in and the references above lie in the fact that b is not strictly increasing,
and what is even more important, in the nonlocal character of the nonlinearities G
and J: Also, concerning the nonlocal character of ðPÞ; we mention that nonlocal
parabolic problems arise very often in the literature, e.g., in the study of invasion
phenomena in Biology. See, for instance, the works of Alvino et al. [2] or Pazy [32]
and more recently, Chang and Chipot [10] or Antonsev et al. [3]. Finally, let us point
out that the stationary problem associated to ðPÞ; describing the stationary
equilibria of a plasma conﬁned in a Stellarator device, has been studied in previous
papers; in particular the existence of solution for that problem was stated in [17]
(see also [16] for the case of a current carrying Stellarator), while the study of the
uniqueness of solution was carried out in [14].
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we state our main
results concerning the existence of global weak solutions for problem ðP); earlier in
this section, we shall recall the notions of the relative and monotone rearrangements
of a function, as well as some of their properties. Section 3 contains the proofs of the
main results of the paper stated in the preceding section. Due to the nonlocal term
involved in ðPÞ a special notion of weak solution for this problem will be introduced
in Section 2. The relation between this notion of weak solution and the standard one
(i.e., in the sense of distributions) will be analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the paper
ends with a section devoted to the modelling.
2. Notations and statement of the main results
The goal of this section is the statement of the main results of this work,
concerning the existence of solution for problem ðPÞ: In order to achieve a better
understanding of these results and of the difﬁculties underlying their proofs, we start
recalling the notion of the rearrangement functions in ðPÞ as well as some of their
properties.
Let O be a bounded and connected open measurable set of R2 (we assume a
2d-setting motivated by the physical modelling but the deﬁnitions and results that
follows hold for any dimension N41: see, e.g., [29,31]). Given T40 and a
measurable function u : ð0; TÞ  O-R; the distribution function of u (with respect
to x), m : ð0; TÞ  R-½0; jOj; is given by
mðt; yÞ ¼ measfxAO: uðt; xÞ4yg:
It is well-known that, for tAð0; TÞ ﬁxed, the function mðt; Þ is decreasing and right
semicontinuous. For a ﬁxed tAð0; TÞ and yAR; the Lebesgue measure of the sets
fxAO: uðt; xÞ4yg and fxAO: uðt; xÞ ¼ yg will be represented by juðtÞ4yj
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ð¼ mðt; yÞÞ and juðtÞ ¼ yj respectively. We shall say that uðtÞ ¼ uðt; :Þ has a flat region
at the level y if juðtÞ ¼ yj is strictly positive. We recall that given a measurable
function v deﬁned in O there exists at most a countable family D of ﬂat regions
PvðyiÞ :¼ fv ¼ yig; we denote by PðvÞ ¼
S
iAD PvðyiÞ the union of all the ﬂat regions
of v: We shall use the notation O :¼ ð0; jOjÞ:
The generalized inverse of m (with respect to the second variable) is called the
decreasing rearrangement of u with respect to x and it is deﬁned as the function
u : ð0; TÞ  ½0; jOj- %R such that
uðt; sÞ ¼ inffyAR: juðtÞ4yjpsg ð¼ ðuðtÞÞðsÞÞ:
We want to emphasize that for a ﬁxed tAð0; TÞ; the decreasing rearrangement of uðtÞ
has the same properties as the usual rearrangement of time-independent functions
since uðt; yÞ ¼ ðuðtÞÞðyÞ—when no confusion is feared, we shall set
uðt; Þ ¼ uðtÞ—(see, for instance, [29–31,40]). In particular, uðtÞ is decreasing,
uðtÞ and uðtÞ are equimeasurable (i.e., juðtÞ4yj ¼ juðtÞ4yj), and the mapping
uALpðð0; TÞ  OÞ/uALpðð0; TÞ  OÞ is a contraction for 1pppþN: Also, if
uðtÞ does not have ﬂat regions, then mðt; Þ and uðtÞ are continuous and
uðt; mðt; vðxÞÞÞ ¼ vðxÞ for a.e. ðt; xÞAQ:
Finally, if uAL1ð0; T ; W 1;pðOÞÞ; 1pppþN; then uAL1ð0; T ; W 1;ploc ðOÞÞ (see, for
instance, [17,33,35]); in that case, for a ﬁxed tAð0; TÞ; we shall write u0ðtÞ
for the derivative duðt;sÞ
ds (remark that this is the notation employed in the deﬁnition of
GðuÞ in ðPÞÞ:
Still, we need to recall another notion: the relative rearrangement of a function
which, as we show in Appendix A (see (48)), is closely related to the concept of
averaging over a magnetic surface largely used in the study of magnetically conﬁned
plasmas (see, e.g., [20,22]). In order to introduce this concept we consider, for a given
bALpðð0; TÞ  OÞ; 1pppþN; the function w deﬁned on ð0; TÞ  ð0; jOjÞ by
wðt; sÞ ¼
Z
fx:uðtÞðxÞ4uðt;sÞg
bðt; xÞ dx þ
Z sjuðtÞ4uðt;sÞj
0
bðtÞjfuðtÞðxÞ¼uðt;sÞg
	 


ðsÞ ds;
where bðtÞjfuðtÞ¼uðt;sÞg is the restriction of bðtÞ to the set fx: uðtÞðxÞ ¼ uðt; sÞg
ð¼ Pðuðt; sÞÞÞ: Then, the relative rearrangement of b with respect to u is the function
buALpðð0; TÞ  OÞ given by
buðt; sÞ :¼ @wðt; sÞ
@s
:
This function satisﬁes jjbujjLpðð0;TÞOÞpjjbjjLpðQÞ (see, for instance, [17,30,31]).
The notion of relative rearrangement of a function was ﬁrst introduced by
Mossino and Temam (see [31]) for the study of some stationary differential equations
arising in plasma physics, and it was later extended by Mossino and Rakotoson [30]
for time-dependent functions. In [31], it is shown that the relative rearrangement bu
can be regarded as the directional differential of the mapping u/u in the direction
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of b: In particular, if bALpðOÞ and uAL1ðOÞ then
ðu þ lbÞ  u
l
,bu weakly in LpðOÞ when l-0
(if p ¼N; the above convergence takes place in the weakly- topology). Like before,
we note that here t plays the role of a parameter. In particular, for tAð0; TÞ ﬁxed, the
relative rearrangement of u can be seen as
buðt; sÞ ¼ ðbðtÞÞuðtÞðsÞ for sAO;
and shares the same properties as the relative rearrangement for time-independent
functions (see, for example, [30]). We point up that, in contrast with the usual
monotone rearrangement, the relative rearrangement mapping (for a ﬁxed bALpðQÞ)
does not always present good continuity properties with respect to u (i.e., regarded as
the functional that maps vALpðQÞ-bvALpðð0; TÞ  OÞ) (see, e.g., [31]). Further
details on the relative rearrangement can be found, for instance, in [17,29,31,33,35].
Having discussed the nonlocal terms in problem ðPÞ; let us proceed with the
statement of the existence results for this problem. Due to the complexity of the
nonlinear terms G and J appearing in the formulation of ðPÞ; a natural approach to
this problem seems to use a Galerkin method. Here, the main difﬁculty that we
encounter is to guarantee the continuity of these nonlinearities. In particular, a very
delicate point is that the continuity of these terms requires strong convergence of the
Galerkin sequences in Sobolev spaces. Indeed, the less restrictive result for the
continuity of the derivative of the decreasing rearrangement ðuðtÞÞ0 with respect to
uðtÞ for a ﬁxed t (i.e., regarded as the functional v/v0) states that for any sequence
ðvnÞnAN converging to a function v in W 1;pðOÞ-strong for p42; then
ðvnÞ0-v0 strongly in LqðOÞ for any 1pqoqc :¼
1
1 1
2
þ 1
p
; ð3Þ
provided that vAW 2;rðOÞ for some r41 (see for instance [17,18,33]). Moreover, in
the case of the relative rearrangement it turns out that the only known results show
that if vn-v in W
1;rðOÞ for some 1orpþN; then
bvn-bv strongly in L
pðOÞ;
bvnðjvn4vnðÞjÞ-bvðjv4vðÞjÞ strongly in LpðOÞ ð4Þ
when n-þN; provided that
measfxAO: jrvðxÞj ¼ 0g ¼ measfxAO: jrvnðxÞj ¼ 0g ¼ 0: ð5Þ
(for the proof of these results see, for instance, [17,18,33]). Therefore, the continuity
of the nonlinear term J in ðPÞ requires a very restrictive (and noneasy to check)
condition given by (5); furthermore, this condition is not always satisﬁed.
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This fact will be reﬂected in the introduction of a special notion of weak solution
for problem ðPÞ:
Going back to the question of the convergence of the Galerkin sequence in
the strong W 1;p-topology, we observe that this is usually obtained by combining
a priori estimates for u; its time derivative @u@t and a compactness result of Lions–
Aubin’s type (see, e.g., [27]). However, since @bðuÞ@t vanishes whenever uX0; we
have not any information on the time derivative of u for uX0; and hence it is
not possible to obtain such estimates for problem ðPÞ: Let us point up that
this difﬁculty did not appear in previous works treating elliptic–parabolic
equations since, either the continuity of their nonlinear terms did not require
such a strong convergence, or they did not depend on the unknown u but on bðuÞ;
for which it was possible to derive a priori estimate as well as for its time derivative
@bðuÞ
@t (see, for instance, [1,37] and the references therein). Also, we mention that
any other time-discretization scheme would be a useful tool to approach the
existence of solution for problem ðPÞ—see, for instance, the one used by Alt and
Luckhaus [1]—, but in either case the difﬁculties that would appear would be of
similar nature.
In order to avoid the lack of information on @u@t; rather than looking for solutions
of ðPÞ; we shall consider a family of uniformly parabolic problems ðPaÞ
approximating ðPÞ; obtained by replacing b with ba; where
baðrÞ :¼ r þ arþ; for 0oap1 a ¼ 1n; nAN
 
:
That is baðrÞ ¼ bðrÞ þ arþ and thus, ðPaÞ approximates ðPÞ as a-0: In this way, the
study of the existence of a global weak solution of ðPaÞ for a40 is the object of our
ﬁrst main result. This is stated in the following terms:
Theorem 2.1. Let u0AH1ðOÞ and bðsÞ ¼ minð0; sÞ þ asþ with 0oap1 and
bðu0ÞALNðOÞ: Then there exists at least a couple ðua; bˆaÞ; uaAL2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ and
bˆaALNðQÞ satisfying:
(i) ðua  gÞAL2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ; @ua@tAL2ðQÞ;
(ii) @
@t baðuaÞ  Dua ¼ aGðuaÞ þ lðuaÞþjb  bˆaj;
baðuaÞjt¼0 ¼ beðu0Þ (or equivalently uajt¼0 ¼ u0Þ;
(iii) 8f :R-R continuous, 8yARZ
fx:uaðtÞðxÞ4yg
bˆafðua  gÞ dx ¼
Z
fx:uaðtÞðxÞ4yg
bfðua  gÞ dx
for a.e. tA0; T ½ and essinfO bpbˆapesssupO b:
Moreover, if u0AH1ðOÞ-LNðOÞ then uaALNðQÞ:
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We observe that the function ua above does not correspond to the standard notion
of weak solution for evolution problems (nor even mild solution in the sense of
Benilan (see, e.g., [5])), since the term buaðjuaðtÞ4uaðt; ÞjÞ does not appear in the
equation satisﬁed by ua (see (ii) above), but it is replaced by a L
NðQÞ function bˆa:
The connection between bˆa and the relative rearrangement bua will be cleared up in
Section 4. As we have already mentioned, the presence of this function instead of bua
is motivated by the strong hypothesis (see (5)) required for the continuity of J:
In fact, since (5) is not always satisﬁed, throughout this paper we shall only
look for solutions of this type. More precisely, we shall use the following deﬁnition
of weak solution:
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let *bACðRÞ a nondecreasing function and denote by ð *PÞ the
problem obtained when b is replaced by *b in ðPÞ: Then we will say that u˜ is a weak
solution of ð *PÞ if ðu˜  gÞAL2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ; @@t bðu˜ÞAL2ð0; T ; H1ðOÞÞ and:
(1) (Relative rearrangement condition) there exists a bounded function bu˜ALNðQÞ;
satisfying for a.e. tAð0; TÞ; for all yAR and for all jACðRÞ with jðvðtÞÞAL1ðOÞ
that Z
fx:u˜ðt;xÞ4yg
bu˜jðu˜ðt; xÞ  gÞ dx ¼
Z
fx:u˜ðt;xÞ4yg
bjðu˜ðt; xÞ  gÞ dx
and
ess inf
O
bpbu˜pess sup
O
b;
(2) @
@t bðu˜Þ  Du˜ ¼ aGðu˜Þ þ lðu˜Þ þ ½b  bu˜ in D0ðOÞ for a.e. t; and bðu˜Þjt¼0 ¼ bðu0Þ:
Remark 2.1. Notice that bðu˜Þ ¼ u˜ ¼ TgðvÞ  g where Tg is the truncation at
level ðgÞ function
TgðrÞ ¼
r if ro g;
g if rX g:

On the other hand, since TgðÞ is a Lipschitz function, we have that Tgðu˜  gÞA
L2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ: Then, using that condition 1 implies that @@tðTgðu˜ 
gÞÞAL2ð0; T ; H1ðOÞÞ; by well-known interpolation results [39] we conclude that
Tgðu˜  gÞ and bðu˜ÞACð½0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ and so the restriction bðu˜Þjt¼0 is well deﬁned.
A detailed analysis of the relation existing between the notions of weak solution
introduced above and the standard one is carry out in Section 4. In particular, we
show that when u˜ðtÞ does not possess ﬂat regions for a.e. tAð0; TÞ; bu˜ coincides in a
weak sense with the relative rearrangement bu˜:
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In our second main result we ﬁnally address the question of existence of solution
for problem ðPÞ: As we said, this will be proved by taking the limit a-0 in the
sequence of solutions ðuaÞa40 given in Theorem 2.1. This result can be stated as
follows:
Theorem 2.2. Let ðuaÞa40 be the sequence given in Theorem 2.1. For any fAL2ðOÞ and
h40; define
fhaðtÞ ¼
1
h
Z tþh
t
Z
O
uaðs; xÞfðxÞ dx ds ð6Þ
and assume that for a.e. tAð0; TÞ and 8fAL2ðOÞ:
lim
h-0
lim
a-0
fhaðtÞ ¼ lima-0 limh-0 fhaðtÞ: ð7Þ
Then there exists ðu; buÞ being a weak solution to problem ðPÞ: Furthermore,
uAL2ð0; T ;C1ðOÞÞ and bðuÞACð½0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ:
To end this section, let us make some remarks on the theorem above. First, we
observe that assumption (7) provides a sufﬁcient condition for passing to the limit
a-0 in the sequence ðuaÞa40: Indeed, (7) together with the compactness result
obtaining by Rakotoson and Temam [36] yields to the convergence ua-u in the
strong topology of L2ðð0; TÞ  L2ðOÞÞ: However, we note that this convergence is
not enough for taking the limit in the nonlinear terms G and J (see (3) and (5)) and
that some further work will be needed. We also point up that assumption (7) replaces
the strong concentration condition—usually given by estimates of @ua@t
 
a40 indepen-
dent of a—required in the compactness result of Aubin–Lions type (see, e.g., [39]);
furthermore, hypothesis (7) seems to be sharp in this framework for the solvability of
ðPÞ (see [38]).
3. Proof of the main results
As we have said in the preceding section, the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are
based in the use of a Galerkin method as well as in passing to the limit a-0 for the
sequence of solutions ðuaÞa40: We have devoted the ﬁrst part of this section to the
obtention of some estimates, since the use of the above mentioned tools deeply relies
on the obtention of suitable a priori estimates. We point out that these results are
stated for weak solutions in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.1 of a generic problem ð *PÞ;
obtained when b is replaced in ðPÞ by some *b: Also in this ﬁrst subsection, we have
included a result on the continuity of the nonlinearity G; which will be used all along
the section.
Finally, in the second and third parts of this section we carry out the proofs of
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
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3.1. Some a priori estimates for weak solutions
First of all, let us remark that the nonlinear term G is uniformly bounded since
0pGðrÞpFv; 8rAR (see deﬁnition (1)). Moreover, the following result concerning
the continuity of this term holds:
Theorem 3.1. Let ve be a sequence in W 1;2þdðOÞ; for some d40 and vAH2ðOÞ such
that ve converges to v in W 1;2þdðOÞ as e-0: Then, limer0 Gðve þ gÞðxÞ ¼ Gðv þ gÞðxÞ
for a.e. xAO:
Proof. Let y be the characteristic function of the set PðvÞ: From the above
convergence we get
dve
ds-
dv
ds in L
qðOÞ as er0 with q given in (3). Thus limer0 y dv
e

ds ¼ 0
in LqðOÞ: Arguing as in [34], we conclude that
ð1 yÞbve,ð1 yÞbv weakly-star in LNðOÞ: ð8Þ
Now, if we set IðveðxÞÞ the interval given by ½jve4veþðxÞj; jve40j; then for all sA %O;
sajv4vþðxÞj; sajv40j; one has
lim
er0
ð1 yÞwIðveðxÞÞðsÞ ¼ ð1 yÞwIðvðxÞÞðsÞ: ð9Þ
From relation (8) and (9) and the fact lime y
dve
ds
 
q
¼ 0; one ﬁnds ( for a.e. xAO; using
the fact that veþðsÞ-vþ in LrðOÞ; roNÞ that
lim
e-0
Z jve4veþðxÞj
jve40j
dve
ds
ðsÞbveðsÞp0ðveðsÞÞ ds
¼
Z jv4vþðxÞj
jv40j
dv
ds
ðsÞð1 yÞ2bvðsÞp0ðvðsÞÞ ds
¼
Z jv4vþðxÞj
jv40j
d
ds
ðpðvðsÞÞÞbvðsÞ ds:
The above limit implies the result. &
Remark 3.1. Let us emphasize that, although the weak convergence of the sequence
ðbveÞe40 in GðveÞ is only known for ðveÞe40 not having ﬂat regions (see, e.g., [17,31]),
theorem above establishes that the continuity of G holds without assuming such
condition.
We start the study of the a priori estimates by showing that any weak solution ua
to problem ðPaÞ is uniformly bounded (with respect to a) in LN-norm. First, we
prove that baðuaÞðtÞ is bounded in LNðOÞ for every tA½0; T : This result is stated in a
more general framework.
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Theorem 3.2. Let *bACðRÞ be a nondecreasing Lipschitz continuous function. Then,
any weak solution of the problem ð *PÞ associated to this *b satisfies
j *bðu˜ðtÞÞ  *bðgÞjLNðOÞpjajNFvt þ j *bðu0Þ  *bðgÞjLNðOÞ 8tA½0; T :
Proof. Let Tk be the truncation operator at level kAN given by
TkðsÞ ¼
s if jsjpk;
k sign s if jsj4k;

and let gmðsÞ ¼ jsjm2s; for any integer mX2: Then, if u˜ is a weak solution of ð *PÞ
then
wm;k :¼ gm3Tkð *bðu˜Þ  *bðgÞÞALNðQÞ-L2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ:
Let us multiply the equation satisﬁed by vðtÞ :¼ u˜ðtÞ  g by wm;kðtÞ: Then, by the
relative rearrangement condition, one has:
@
@t
*bðv þ gÞ; wm;kðtÞ
 
þ
Z
O
rvðt; xÞ  rwm;kðt; xÞ dx ¼
Z
O
aGðv þ gÞwm;k dx; ð10Þ
where /; S denotes the duality between H1ðOÞ and H10 ðOÞ: Deﬁne
ym;kðtÞ ¼
Z
O
dx
Z *bðvðtÞþgÞþg
0
gm3TkðsÞ ds:
Then, we can use the integration by parts formula (see [1]) obtaining
d
dt
ym;kðtÞ ¼ @
@t
*bðvðtÞ þ gÞ; wm;kðtÞ
 
: ð11Þ
Also,
R
O rvðt; xÞ  rwm;kðt; xÞ dxX0 since gm and the truncation operator Tk are
nondecreasing. Thus, from the estimate 0pGðv þ gÞpFv; (10) and (11), we get via
the Ho¨lder inequality, that
d
dt
ymkðtÞpjajNFv
Z
O
jwm;kðt; xÞj dxpjajNFvjOj
1
m
Z
O
jwm;kðt; xÞj
m
m1
 1 1
m
: ð12Þ
A simple calculation allows us to write the above integral asZ
O
jwm;kðt; xÞj
m
m1 dx ¼ mym;kðtÞ  mkm1
Z
O
ðj *bðv þ gÞ  *bðgÞj  kÞþ dx; ð13Þ
which, with (12), yields
y0m;kðtÞpm1
1
mjOj1mjajNFvym;kðtÞ1
1
m: ð14Þ
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Therefore, integrating
y
1
m
m;kðtÞpm
1
mjOj1mjajNFvt þ y
1
m
m;kð0Þ:
Finally, using (13) and letting m-þN and k-þN we get the desired result. &
Let us see next that, when *b ¼ ba for 0pap1; it is possible to obtain an uniformly
in time estimate for ðuaÞþðtÞ in the LN-norm, which implies that the whole solution is
bounded in the LN topology.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that *bðsÞ ¼ s: Then, for any weak solution u˜; one has
ju˜þðtÞjNp
1
4p
jajNFvjOj; for all tA½0; T :
If *bðsÞ ¼ s þ asþ; 0oap1; the above result holds, provided that @u˜@tAL1ðQÞ: In
particular u˜ALNðQÞ:
Proof. We shall ﬁrst consider the case a ¼ 0: Since @bðu˜Þ@t ¼  @u˜@t AL2ð0; T ; H1ðOÞÞ;
one gets that for all y40 and for a.e. tA0; T ½
@u˜
@t
ðtÞ; ðu˜þðtÞ  yÞþ
 
¼ 0: ð15Þ
Then, multiplying the equation satisﬁed by u˜ by ðu˜ðtÞ  yÞþ and using the
rearrangement condition we obtainZ
fu˜þðtÞ4yg
jru˜þðtÞj2 dx ¼
Z
O
aGðu˜Þðu˜þðtÞ  yÞþ dx: ð16Þ
Differentiating this last relation with respect to y and using the fact that
0pGðu˜ÞpFv; we get, after applying the Ho¨lder inequality
 d
dy
Z
fu˜þðtÞ4yg
jru˜þðtÞj2 dxpjajNFvju˜þðtÞ4yj:
Arguing as in [40] (see also the exposition made in [29]) and using the De Giorgi
isoperimetric inequality we derive that, for a.e. tA½0; T ;
ju˜þðtÞjNp
1
4p
jajNFvjOj: ð17Þ
In particular, combining Theorem 3.2 and this result, we get u˜ALNðQÞ: Now, let
0oap1: We argue as before (see also, [30]), multiplying by ðu˜ðtÞ  gÞþ and
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differentiating with respect to the parameter y; we obtain for a.e. y40
a
Z
fu˜þðtÞ4yg
@
@t u˜þðtÞ dx 
d
dy
Z
fu˜þðtÞ4yg
jru˜þðtÞj2 dx ¼
Z
fu˜þðtÞ4yg
aGðu˜Þ dx: ð18Þ
We use again the bounds for G and Talenti’s method mentioned before (see also [15],
for an analogous argument) to arrive to
4ps @
@s
u˜þðt; sÞpjajFvs  a
Z s
0
@
@t
u˜þðt; sÞ ds ð19Þ
for all sAð0; jOjÞ: Let Kðt; sÞ ¼ R s0 u˜þðt; sÞ ds; (19) leads to the following partial
differential inequality:
a
@
@t
Kðt; sÞ  4ps @
2
@s2
Kðt; sÞ pjajNFvs
Kðt; 0Þ ¼ 0; @K
@s
ðt; jOjÞ ¼ 0:
8>><>:
We consider the function KˆðsÞ satisfying the ordinary differential equation
jajNFvs ¼ 4ps
d2Kˆ
ds2
; Kˆð0Þ ¼ 0; dKˆ
ds
ðjOjÞ ¼ 0;
that is, KˆðsÞ ¼  jajNFv
4p s
2 þ jajNFv
4p jOj: Then, we can apply a comparison principle
between the problems satisﬁed by K and Kˆ (see [15]) to get that Kˆðt; sÞpKˆðsÞ for all
sA½0; jOj: In particular we deduce that
ju˜þðtÞjLNðOÞp
dKˆ
ds
ð0Þ
  ¼ jajNFvjOj4p : &
We ﬁnish this section giving an energy estimate for the weak solutions of ð *PÞ:
Theorem 3.4. Any weak solution u˜ of ð *PÞ satisfies the following estimateZ t
0
Z
O
jru˜ðs; xÞj2 dx dsþ
Z
O
dx
Z u0ðxÞ
0
*bðsþ gÞ ds
p
Z
O
u0 *bðu0 þ gÞ þ jajNFv
Z t
0
ds
Z
O
ju˜  gjðs; xÞ dx
for all tA½0; T :
Proof. Let v :¼ u˜  g: Multiplying the equation by vðtÞ; using the relative
rearrangement condition and the integration by parts formula (see the proof
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of Theorem 3.2) one has
d
dt
Z
O
cð *bðvðtÞ þ gÞÞ dx þ
Z
O
jrvðt; xÞj2 dx ¼
Z
O
aGðvðtÞ þ gÞvðtÞ dx; ð20Þ
where Z
O
cð *bðvðtÞ þ gÞÞ dx ¼
Z
O
vðtÞ *bðvðtÞ þ gÞ dx 
Z
O
dx
Z vðt;xÞ
0
*bðsþ gÞ ds
(notice that c is just the Legendre transform of the term
R s
0
*bðsÞ dsÞ: Integrating (20)
with respect to t; dropping some nonnegative term and using the relation 0pGðv þ
gÞpFv we derive the stated result. &
Finally, combining the Sobolev Poincare´ inequality and the Schwartz inequality,
we easily derive.
Corollary 3.1. For all tA½0; T Z t
0
Z
O
jru˜ðs; xÞj2 þ 2
Z
O
Z u0ðxÞ
0
*bðsþ gÞ ds dxp2
Z
O
u0 *bðu0Þ dx þ jaj
2
NF
2
v jOj
l1
t;
where l1 is the first eigenvalue of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem associated to the
Laplace operator.
3.2. Existence of solution to problem ðPaÞ for a40: Proof of Theorem 2.1
For the proof of this Theorem we shall proceed in the following way: ﬁrst, for a
ﬁxed a40; we shall consider a more regular family of problems ðPeÞ approximating
ðPaÞ; which we shall solve by means of a Galerkin method; later, we shall look for
estimates of the sequence ðueÞe40 uniform in e: The solutions to ðPaÞ will be found as
the limit of this sequence when e-0:
Thus, let a40 be ﬁxed. For 0oeo1 (countable), we consider the family of
functions beAC
NðRÞ satisfying
(i) apb0ep1þ a; beð0Þ ¼ 0; be-bAH1locðRÞ:
(ii) jbeðsÞ  bðsÞjp2e; for any sAR:
We have
Theorem 3.5. Assume u0AH1ðOÞ-LNðOÞ: Then there exist ðwe; bˆeÞALNðQÞ2
satisfying the following problem ðPeÞ:
(i) weAL2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞ-H2ðOÞÞ; @w
e
@t AL
2ðQÞ;
(ii) @
@t beðwe þ gÞ  Dwe ¼ aGðwe þ gÞ þ lðwe þ gÞþ½b  bˆe;
beðweÞjt¼0 ¼ beðu0  gÞ (or equivalently wejt¼0 ¼ u0  g),
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(iii) 8f : R-R continuous, 8yARZ
fx:weðtÞðxÞ4yg
bˆefðweÞ dx ¼
Z
fx:weðtÞðxÞ4yg
bfðweÞ dx
for a.e. tA0; T ½ and essinfO bpbˆepesssupO b:
Remark 3.2. Notice that the above result states that ue :¼ we þ g is a weak solution
in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.1 of problem ð *PÞ when *b ¼ be and that we are to prove
that the sequence ue converges in some sense to ua; where ua is the solution to
problem ðPaÞ given in Theorem 2.1.
Remark 3.3. For the sake of simplicity in the exposition, throughout this section we
shall always use the notations we :¼ ue  g and wa :¼ ua  g since these functions
belongs to L1ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ:
The proof will be divided into several steps.
3.2.1. The Galerkin method I: Existence of solution for a family of finite dimensional
problems ðPe;mÞ
Let ðlk;jkÞkX1 be the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions associated to the Laplacian
operator D on O with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e.
Djk ¼ lkjk; jkAH10 ðOÞ:
We denote by Vm the vector space spanned by fj1;y;jmg: For all vAVm; v ¼Pm
i¼1 v
iji: We consider the following approximate problem: ﬁnd
wmAL1ð0; T ; VmÞ; wmðtÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1
wimðtÞji;
satisfying Z
O
@
@t
beðwmðtÞ þ gÞ
 
jk dx þ
Z
O
rwmðtÞ  rjk dx
¼
Z
O
aðxÞGðwm þ gÞjk dx þ
Z
O
Jðwm þ gÞjk dx ðPe;mÞ
for k ¼ 1;y; m and the initial condition wmð0Þ ¼ Pmðu0  gÞ; where Pm is the
orthogonal projection operator from L2ðOÞ onto Vm:
Theorem 3.6. There exists wm solution of problem ðPe;mÞ: Furthermore, if ac0 then
there exists k0 such that wmc0 for mXk0:
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Proof. The above problem can be written as a nonlinear ordinary differential system
for the functions w1mðtÞ;y; wmmðtÞ; wmðtÞ ¼
Pm
i¼1 w
i
mðtÞji: Indeed, wimðtÞ with
i ¼ 1;y; m; verify
Xm
i¼1
aikðwmðtÞÞwim0 ðtÞ þ
Xm
i¼1
bikw
i
mðtÞ ¼ #IkðwmðtÞÞ; k ¼ 1;y; m;
wimð0Þ ¼ the ith component of Pmðu0  gÞ; ð21Þ
where for i; k ¼ 1;y; m we have set
aikðwmðtÞÞ :¼
Z
O
b0eðwm þ gÞjijk dx;
bik :¼
Z
O
rji  rjk dx;
#IkðwmðtÞÞ :¼
Z
O
aðxÞGðwmðtÞ þ gÞjk dx þ
Z
O
JðwmðtÞ þ gÞjk dx:
To prove the existence of a solution of the above initial value problem we need the
following result:
Lemma 3.1. The function #Ik : Vm-R is continuous, k ¼ 1;y; m:
Proof. Let vAVm: Then
#IkðvÞ ¼
Z
O
aðxÞGðv þ gÞjk dx þ
Z
O
Jðv þ gÞjk dx;
with G and J given by (1) and (2). Indeed, we observe that if vAVm\f0g then v has
not ﬂat regions since it is an analytical function. Therefore, the map
vAVm\f0g/bvðjv4vðÞjÞALpðOÞ is strongly continuous for any ﬁnite p (see, for
instance, [17,18,33]). Moreover, as JðgÞ ¼ 0 (we recall that go0) and jbvjLNpjbjN;
we deduce that the map vAVm/Jðv þ gÞALpðOÞ is strongly continuous.
Next, we proceed to show that the map vAVm/
R
O
wIðv;xÞðsÞðv þ gÞ0þðsÞðv þ
gÞþðsÞbvðsÞ ds is continuous in LpðOÞ for some pX1; where wIðv;xÞ denotes the
characteristic function of the interval Iðv; xÞ :¼ ½jv þ g4ðv þ gÞþðxÞj; jv þ
g40j; xA %O: Arguing as before, vAVm\f0g/bvALpðOÞ and vAVm\f0g/ðv þ
gÞ0þðv þ gÞþALqðOÞ are strongly continuous for any ﬁnite p and qA½1; 2Þ (see (3)),
and since go0; we obtain that vAVm/ðv þ gÞ0þðv þ gÞþbvALqðOÞ is also
continuous. So, let ðvjÞjX1 be a sequence of Vm converging to v; if va0 we have
that wIðvj ;xÞ converges to wIðv;xÞ in L
rðOÞ for every r ﬁnite and every xA %O: Hence,
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using again that go0 we deduce that for every xA %O:
lim
j-þN
Z
O
wIðvj ;xÞðsÞ½ pðvj þ gÞ0ðsÞbvj ðsÞ ds
¼
Z
O
wIðv;xÞðsÞ½ pðv þ gÞ0ðsÞbvðsÞ ds
Noting that ðv þ gÞ ¼ v þ g; bðvþgÞ ¼ bv (see, for instance, [17]) we ﬁnd
Gðvj þ gÞðxÞ j-N!Gðv þ gÞðxÞ; a:e: xAO:
Now, as 0pGðvj þ gÞpFv; the Lebesgue dominate convergence yields the continuity
of the map vAVm-
R
O aðxÞGðv þ gÞjk dx: &
We still need some a priori estimate for the sequence ðwmÞmAN:
Lemma 3.2. If wm is a solution of ðPe;mÞ then
(i) 8f :R-R Borelian with fðwmðtÞÞAL1ðOÞ we haveZ
O
JðwmðtÞ þ gÞfðwmðtÞÞ dx ¼ 0
(ii) wm remains in a bounded set of L
2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ as m-þN and satisfies the
following estimates, for all tA½0; T Z t
0
Z
O
jrwmðs; xÞj2 dx dsþ 2
Z
O
dx
Z wmð0Þ
0
beðsþ gÞ ds
p2
Z
O
wmð0Þbeðwmð0Þ þ gÞ dx þ
jaj2NF 2v jOjt
2l1
:
Proof. Since wmc0 (we recall that ac0), then for all t; measfxAO: jrwmðt; xÞj ¼
0g ¼ 0: Thus, the properties of the relative rearrangement (see Lemma 4.1
in Section 4) yieldZ
O
bwmðjwmðtÞ4wmðt; xÞjÞfðwmðt; xÞÞ ¼
Z
O
bfðwmðt; xÞÞ dx
from where (i) follows. For the proof of (ii), we take wmðtÞ as test function in the
equation ðPe;mÞ and using the above property:Z
O
@
@t
beðwmðtÞ þ gÞwmðtÞ dx þ
Z
O
jrwmðt; xÞj2 dx ¼
Z
O
aGðwm þ gÞwmðtÞ:
Now, the proof follows exactly the same idea as for the proof of Corollary 3.1. &
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End of the proof of Theorem 3.6. Since fj1;y;jmg is free and b0e veriﬁes
b0eAC
1ðRÞ; 0oapb0eo2; the matrix of coefﬁcients aikðwmðtÞÞ is invertible. So, by
Cauchy–Peano’s theorem, the nonlinear differential system (21) has a maximal
solution deﬁned on some interval ½0; Tm: The above a priori estimates on wm show
that in fact Tm ¼ T ; 8mX1: Finally, if ac0; then
R
O aðxÞjk0ðxÞ dxa0 for some k0;
therefore, if we assume that wm  0 for some mXk0; as Gð0þ gÞ ¼ Fv; we would
arrive to
R
O aðxÞjk0ðxÞ dx ¼ 0 which is a contradiction. &
3.2.2. The Galerkin method II: Additional a priori estimates for ðPe;mÞ
In order to pass to the limit m-N and to obtain a solution to ðPeÞ we need some
information on the time derivative of wm
Lemma 3.3. The sequence @wm@t remains in a bounded set of L
2ðQÞ as m-N: More
precisely Z T
0
@wm
@t
 2
2
dt þ ess sup
tA½0;T 
1
a
jrwmðtÞj22
p1
a
jru0j22 þ
2
a2
jjajj2NF 2v jOjT þ l2 oscO b
 2
jjwmjj2L2ðQÞ
 !
;
where oscO b denotes the oscillation of b in O:
Proof. Multiplying ðPe;mÞ by dw
j
mðtÞ
dt
and adding these equations for j ¼ 1;y; m;
we get Z
O
b0eðwmðtÞ þ gÞjw0mðtÞj2 dx þ 12
d
dt
Z
O
jrwmðtÞj2 dx
¼
Z
O
aðxÞGðwm þ gÞw0mðtÞ dx þ
Z
O
Jðwm þ gÞw0m dx;
where w0mðtÞ ¼ @wm@t : The ﬁrst assumption on be and the estimates
0pGpFv; jJðwmðtÞ þ gÞjplðwmðtÞ þ gÞþoscO b yield
ajw0mðtÞj22 þ
1
2
d
dt
jrwmðtÞj22
pjajNFvjw0mðtÞj1 þ l oscO b
Z
O
ðwm þ gÞþw0mðtÞ dx
pjajNFvjOj1=2jw0mðtÞj2 þ l oscO bjwmðtÞj2jw
0
mðtÞj2;
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where we have used the Holder inequality and the fact that go0: Applying the
Young inequality,
ajw0mðtÞj22 þ
1
2
d
dt
jrwmðtÞj22pdC0jw0mðtÞj22 þ
1
4d
jajNFvjOj1=2 þ l oscO bjwmðtÞj
2
2
 
:
From the choice of d and integrating in 0; t½; tpT ; we haveZ t
0
jw0mðsÞj22 ds þ
1
a
jrwmðtÞj22
p1
a
jrwmð0Þj22 þ
1
a2
C0 jajNFvjOj1=2T þ l oscO b
Z t
0
jwmðsÞj22 ds
 
;
which leads to the estimate stated in the lemma. &
Corollary 3.2. The sequence ðwmÞmX1 remains bounded in H1ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ
-L2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ-Cð½0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ:
Proof. The bound in H1ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ-LNð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ follows from the estimates
obtained in the two precedent lemmas. In order to show that wm remains in a
bounded set of L2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ; we consider the orthogonal projection of L2ðOÞ
onto Vm: The equation satisﬁed by wm is equivalent to
Pm
@
@t
beðwmðtÞ þ gÞ
 
 Dwm ¼ PmðaGðwmðtÞ þ gÞ þ JðwmðtÞ þ gÞÞ;
wmðtÞAVm; for a:e: tAð0; TÞ:
8<: ð22Þ
Lemma 3.2 and the estimate 0pGpFv ensure that aGðwmðtÞ þ gÞ þ JðwmðtÞ þ gÞ lies
in a bounded set of L2ðQÞ: Also, since 0ob0ep2; Lemma 3.3 implies that
@
@t beðwmðtÞ þ gÞ is bounded in L2ðQÞ: From Eq. (22), we infer that Dwm remains in
a bounded set of L2ðQÞ; and thus wm is bounded in L2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ: Finally, by
using standard results (see, e.g., [28, Chapter I]):
Y :¼ H1ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ-L2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞ-H10 ðOÞÞ+Cð½0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ;
we obtain the remaining estimates. &
3.2.3. The limit m-N: Existence of solution for ðPeÞ
End of the proof of Theorem 3.5. The estimates above show that there exist a
subsequence of ðwmÞmX1; which we also denote by ðwmÞmX1; and weAY such that
wm,w
e weakly in Y ; and so, by compactness results (see, for instance, [27]) we get
wm-w
e strongly in L2ð0; T ; W 1;p0 ðOÞÞ; with pA½2;þNÞ: ð23Þ
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From the uniform bound essinfO bpbðwmþgÞðjwmðtÞ4wmðt; ÞjÞpesssupO b; we obtain
the existence of bˆeALNðQÞ such that
bðwmþgÞðjwmðtÞ4wmðt; ÞjÞ,bˆe weakly-star in LNðQÞ:
Analogously, as jGðwmðt; xÞ þ gÞjpFv a.e. in Q; there exists GeNALNðQÞ such that
Gðwm þ gÞ,GeN in LNðQÞ weakly-star. Thus, we is a solution of the following limit
problem:
@
@t
beðwe þ gÞ  Dwe ¼ aGeN þ lðwe þ gÞþ½b  bˆe;
wð0Þ ¼ u0  g;
wAY-L2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ:
8>><>: ð24Þ
Therefore, to ﬁnish the proof it remains to identify the term GeN and to check that
the limit function bˆe satisﬁes the rearrangement condition. This will be done in the
following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.4. GeN ¼ Gðwe þ gÞ:
Proof. Indeed, from (23) we can deduce that there exists a subsequence of wm; which
we will denote also by wm; such that wmðtÞ-weðtÞ strongly in W 1;pðOÞ for
pA½2;þNÞ; a.e. t; and weðtÞAH2ðOÞ; thus, we may appeal to Lemma 3.1 to
conclude. &
Lemma 3.5. For any fACðRÞ and 8yARZ
fx:weðt;xÞ4yg
bbefðweÞ dx ¼ Z
fx:weðt;xÞ4yg
bfðweÞ dx for a:e: tA0; T ½;
and
essinf b
O
pbbeðt; xÞp esssup b
O
a:e: in Q:
Proof. For ﬁxed t; it sufﬁces to prove the equality for y such that jweðtÞ ¼ yj ¼ 0: Let
bemðt; xÞ ¼ bwmðjwmðtÞ4wmðt; xÞjÞ: By the properties of the relative rearrangement
(see Lemma 4.1 in Appendix A), we know thatZ
fx:wmðt;xÞ4yg
bemðt; xÞfðwmðt; xÞÞ dx ¼
Z
fx:wmðt;xÞ4yg
bfðwmðt; xÞÞ dx: ð25Þ
Thus, we deduce the result from (25), since fðwmðtÞÞ-fðweðtÞÞAL2ðOÞ and
lim wfx:wmðtÞ4ygðxÞ ¼ wfx:weðtÞ4ygðxÞ for a.e. xAO a.e. tA0; T ½: &
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3.2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1: The limit e-0
First, we observe that, since we is a weak solution of ðPeÞ; it satisﬁes the estimates
obtained in the preceding section (see Theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4) and these are
uniform in e and in a (note that these estimates were not obtained for we but for
ue :¼ we þ g). Therefore, there exists a positive constant c; independent of a and e;
such that Z T
0
Z
O
jrweðs; xÞj2 ds dxpc and jbeðwe þ gÞjLNðQÞpc:
Thus, since 0pGðwe þ gÞpFv; we may assume the existence of wa and Ga such that
we,wa weakly in L
2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ and Gðwe þ gÞ,Ga weakly-star in LNðQÞ as e-0;
for a subsequence of ðweÞe40 that we have denoted again ðweÞe: On the other hand,
the following estimate holds:Z T
0
@
@t
beðweðtÞ þ gÞ
 2
2
dtpjru0j22 þ 2 jaj2NF 2v jOjT þ Ml2 osc2 bO
 
ð26Þ
for a positive constant M: Indeed, multiplying in ðPeÞ by @@t beðwe þ gÞ and applying
the Ho¨lder inequality, we getZ
O
@
@t
beðweðtÞ þ gÞ
 2 dx þ Z
O
rwe  r @
@t
beðwe þ gÞ
 
dx
p jajNFvjOj1=2 þ l oscO bjðw
eðtÞ þ gÞj2
 
@
@t
beðweðtÞ þ gÞ
 
2
:
Then, the identityZ
O
rwe  r @
@t
beðwe þ gÞ
 
dx ¼ 1
2
Z
O
b0eðweðtÞ þ gÞ
@
@t
jrweðt; xÞj2 dx;
and the assumption apb0ep2; yield
@
@t
beðweðtÞ þ gÞ
 2
2
þa
2
d
dt
jrweðtÞj22
p jajNFvjOj1=2 þ l oscO bjðw
eðtÞ þ gÞj2
 
@
@t
beðweðtÞ þ gÞ
 
2
:
Estimates (26) follows from the above, after applying Poincare’s and Young’s
inequalities. Moreover, since apb0ep2; we obtain from (26) that
@we
@t
 2
L2ðQÞ
p1
a
jru0j22 þ
2
a2
jaj2NF 2v jOjT þ Ml2 osc2 bO
 
:
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In particular, (26) implies that @@t beðweðtÞ þ gÞ
 
e40 remains in a bounded subset of
L2ðQÞ: Hence, from the equation in ðPeÞ and using the above estimates we deduce
that DweAL2ðQÞ uniformly bounded in e; which, by elliptic regularity, implies that
ðweÞe40 is in a bounded subset of L2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ: Hence, since we,wa in L2ðQÞ; we
obtain that in fact we,wa weakly in L
2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ as e-0: Furthermore, by the
Rellich–Kondrachov compact embedding and using a standard compactness result
(see, for instance, [27]), we deduce that we-wa strongly in L
2ð0; T ; W 1;p0 ðOÞÞ for
pX2: This last strong convergence allows us to pass to the limit e-0 in the term
Gðwe þ gÞ: Indeed, since weðtÞ-waðtÞ strongly in W 1;p0 ðOÞ; pX2; for a.e. tAð0; TÞ; by
Theorem 3.1 we get
Gðwe þ gÞðt; xÞ-Gðwa þ gÞðt; xÞ a:e: ðt; xÞAQ; as e-0:
Finally, the uniform bound essinfO bpbˆepesssupO b implies the existence of
bˆaALNðQÞ such that bˆe,bˆa weakly-star in LNðQÞ as e-0: Arguing as in Lemma
3.5 we obtain that the couple ðua; bˆaÞ with ua :¼ wa þ g satisﬁes the rearrangement
condition. &
3.3. Existence of solution for problem ðPÞ ða ¼ 0Þ: Proof of Theorem 2.2
In Theorem 2.1 we have proved the existence of a couple ðua; bˆaÞ being
a weak solution to problem ðPaÞ for a40; i.e., if wa :¼ ua þ g; then ðwa; bˆaÞ
veriﬁes
ðPaÞ
 @
@t
ðwa þ gÞ þ a
@
@t
ðwa þ gÞþ  Dwa
¼ aGðwa þ gÞ þ lðwa þ gÞþ½b  bˆa in ð0; TÞ  O;
wa ¼ 0 on ð0; TÞ  @O;
wað0; xÞ ¼ u0  g in O:
8>>><>>>:
Therefore, collecting the estimates proved in Section 3.1, we can conclude that
ðwaÞa40 remains in a bounded subset of L2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ-LNðQÞ: Thus, we can
extract a subsequence of ðwaÞ; again denoted by ðwaÞ; such that
wa,w weakly in L
2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ and weakly-star in LNðQÞ: ð27Þ
Also, from the uniform bound of the terms G and bˆa; we deduce the existence of
hALNðQÞ such that
aGðwa þ gÞ þ lðwa þ gÞþ½b  bˆa,

h weakly-star in LNðQÞ: ð28Þ
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Moreover, the following estimate holds:
Lemma 3.6. The sequence ðwa þ gÞ remains in a bounded set of LNð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ
-H1ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ as a goes to zero. Furthermore,
Z t
0
@
@t
ðwaðsÞ þ gÞ
 2
L2ðOÞ
dsþ
Z
O
jrðwaðtÞ þ gÞj2 dx
pjrðw0 þ gÞj2L2ðOÞ þ T jOjjaj2NF 2v :
Proof. We multiply by @@tðwa þ gÞ the equation satisﬁed by wa and we use the
integration by parts formula:
1
2
d
dt
Z
O
jrðwaðtÞ þ gÞj2 dx ¼
Z
O
@
@t
ðwaðtÞ þ gÞDwaðtÞ dx;
that can be justiﬁed, thanks to the above regularity, by using a smooth
approximation (see, e.g., [42]). We ﬁnd
@
@t
ðwaðtÞ þ gÞ
 2
L2ðOÞ
þ1
2
d
dt
Z
O
jrðwaðtÞ þ gÞj2 dxpM
@
@t
ðwaðtÞ þ gÞ
 
L1ðOÞ
:
Applying the Young inequality and integrating, we arrive toZ t
0
@
@t
ðwaðsÞ þ gÞ
 2
L2ðOÞ
dsþ
Z
O
jrðwaðtÞ þ gÞj2 dx
pjrðw0 þ gÞj2L2ðOÞ þ T jOjM2
from where the desired result follows. &
Hence, the above lemma and using a standard compactness result (see, e.g., [27] or
[42]) we deduce the existence of zAL2ðQÞ and of a subsequence of ððwa þ gÞÞ;
denoted again by ððwa þ gÞÞ; such that ðwa þ gÞ-z in L2ðQÞ as a goes to zero.
In fact:
Lemma 3.7. The following identity is verified:
z ¼ ðw þ gÞ ¼ bðw þ gÞ:
Proof. The R2-graph b generates a maximal monotone operator A on
L2ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ (see [8, Chapter II]), deﬁned as
Av ¼ ðv þ gÞ 8vAL2ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ:
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From the weak convergence of ðwa þ gÞa40 in L2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ and the strong
convergence of ðbðwa þ gÞÞa40 in L2ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ we know that
ðwa þ gÞ,w þ g weakly in L2ðQÞ;
bðwa þ gÞ-z strongly in L2ðQÞ:
Thus, using the properties of the maximal monotone operators (see [8]) we arrive to
ððwa þ gÞ; zÞAA and so z ¼ bðwa þ gÞ which ends the proof of the lemma. &
Therefore, using the lemma above and the convergences (27) and (28), it is clear
that w satisﬁes the following limit problem ðP0Þ
 @
@t
ðw þ gÞ  Dw ¼ h;
wAL2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ-LNðQÞ;
ðw þ gÞ ¼ u0:
8><>:
Furthermore, from Lemma 3.6 and Agmon–Douglis–Nirenberg’s elliptic regularity,
we deduce from the equation above that
wAL2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ: ð29Þ
We are to prove that u :¼ w þ g is a weak solution to ðPÞ: To this end, it remains to
identify the function h: For this purpose we need (see Theorem 3.1) the strong
convergence of waðtÞ in W 1;2þdðOÞ with d40 and a.e. tAð0; TÞ: As we announced in
Section 2, we shall obtain this convergence by using a compactness result due to
Rakotoson and Temam [36], for what we shall need the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1. Given fAL2ðOÞ and h40; let fha be defined by (6). Then, waðtÞ,wðtÞ
in L2ðOÞ for a.e. tAð0; TÞ if and only if (7) holds.
Proof. Assume (7) then, from the boundedness of ðwaÞa40 given in Theorem 2.1 it
follows the existence of a subsequence, that we still denote by ðwaÞa40; such that
wa,w weakly in L
2ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ:
In particular,Z T
0
Z
O
waðt; xÞcðtÞfðxÞ dx dt-
Z T
0
Z
O
wðt; xÞcðtÞfðxÞ dx dt
8cAL2ð0; TÞ and 8fAL2ðOÞ; when a-0: Let us ﬁx t0Að0; TÞ; h40 small enough
and deﬁne the sequence ðchÞh40CL2ð0; TÞ as
chðtÞ ¼ 1h w½t0;t0þhðtÞ;
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where w½t0;t0þh denotes the characteristic function of ½t0; t0 þ h: Then,Z T
0
Z
O
waðt; xÞchðtÞfðxÞ dx dt-
Z T
0
Z
O
wðt; xÞchðtÞfðxÞ dx dt
when a-0 and by (7) this convergence is uniformly in h: Then, passing to the
limit h-0 in the above expression and taking into account that for any integrable
function the complementary of its Lebesgue points is a set of zero measure (see,
e.g., [8, p. 140]) we getZ
O
waðt0; xÞfðxÞ dx-
Z
O
wðt0; xÞfðxÞ dx when a-0; a:e: t0Að0; TÞ;
and thus waðtÞ,wðtÞ in L2ðOÞ-weak a.e. tAð0; TÞ: Assume now that the L2ðOÞ-weak
convergence of ðwaðtÞÞa40 to wðtÞ holds for a.e. tAð0; TÞ: We always have
lim
h-0
lim
a-0
fhaðtÞ ¼ lim
h-0
Z T
0
Z
O
wðt; xÞchðtÞfðxÞ dx dt
 
¼
Z
O
wðt; xÞfðxÞ dx a:e: tAð0; TÞ:
Moreover, by the Lebesgue theorem,
lim
a-0
lim
h-0
Z T
0
Z
O
waðt; xÞchðtÞfðxÞ dx dt ¼ lima-0
Z
O
waðt; xÞfðxÞ dx
¼
Z
O
wðt; xÞfðxÞ dx a:e: tAð0; TÞ;
and so (7) holds. &
End of the proof of Theorem 2.2. From assumption (7) it follows that waðtÞ,wðtÞ in
L2ðOÞ for a.e. tAð0; TÞ: We can then appeal to the compactness result given in [36]
and we deduce that wa-w in L
2ðQÞ and for a.e. tA0; T ½: Then, Lemma 3.6 and the
bound of wa in L
NðQÞ yield:
lim
ar0
Z
Q
wa
@
@t
ðwa þ gÞ dx dt ¼
Z
Q
w
@
@t
ðw þ gÞ dx dt ð30Þ
and
lim
ar0
a
Z
Q
wa
@
@t
ðwa þ gÞþ dx dt ¼ 0:
Since the second member in ðPaÞ converges weakly to h in L2ðQÞ; then
lim
ar0
Z
Q
waðaGðwa þ gÞ þ lðwa þ gÞþ½b  bˆaÞ dx dt ¼
Z
Q
wh dx dt:
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Multiplying by wa the ﬁrst equation of ðPaÞ one deduces from ðP0Þ:
lim
ar0
Z
Q
jrwaj2 dx dt ¼
Z
Q
w
@
@t
ðw þ gÞ dx dt þ
Z
Q
hw dx dt ¼
Z
Q
jrwj2 dx dt: ð31Þ
Thus, the weak convergence of wa to w in L
2ð0; T ; H10 ðOÞÞ and (31) implies that
waðtÞ ar0! wðtÞ in H10 ðOÞ for a:e: tA0; T ½:
In fact, as wa remains in a bounded set of L
2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ; from the above
convergence we deduce, by the Gagliardo–Nirenberg interpolation, that
waðtÞ ar0! wðtÞ in W 1;pðOÞ for a:e: tA0; T ½ and 2ppp4:
Since wðtÞAH2ðOÞ; we may appeal Lemma 3.1 to derive that
lim
ar0
GðwaðtÞ þ gÞðxÞ ¼ GðwðtÞ þ gÞðxÞ
for a.e. ðt; xÞAQ: From the boundedness of bˆa; there exists bˆ0 such that bˆa,bˆ0
weakly-star in LNðQÞ; essinfO bpbˆ0pesssupO b andZ
fx:wðtÞðxÞ4yg
bfðwðtÞÞ dx ¼ lim
ar0
Z
fx:waðtÞðxÞ4yg
bˆafðwaðtÞÞ dx
¼
Z
fx:wðtÞðxÞ4yg
bˆ0fðwðtÞÞ dx
for a.e. tA0; T ½; for any fACðRÞ and for all yAR: Then, passing to the limit in
D0ðQÞ
lim
ar0
ðaGðwa þ gÞ þ lðwa þ gÞþ½b  bˆaÞ ¼ aGðw þ gÞ þ ðw þ gÞþ½b  bˆ0
which implies that: h ¼ aGðw þ gÞ  ðw þ gÞþ½b  bˆ0: Using the equation in problem
ðP0Þ we deduce that ðu; bˆ0Þ; u ¼ w þ g; is a weak solution of ðPÞ: By arguing as in
Lemma 3.3, we deduce that bðuÞACð½0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ and uAL2ð0; T ; H2ðOÞÞ; we can
then use Sobolev embedding to conclude that uAL2ð0; T ;C1ðOÞÞ: &
Remark 3.4. We conjecture that condition (7) holds under stronger regularity on the
initial datum (and so on the approximating solutions wa).
4. On the weak solution for problem ðPÞ
In this section we analyze the relation between the notion of the weak solutions
that we are considering here (Deﬁnition 2.1) and the standard notion of weak
solutions (satisfying ðPÞ in the sense of distributions D0ðQÞÞ: We start with a lemma,
already used in the preceding section, that establishes the connection between the
relative rearrangement bu˜ and function bu˜ appearing in Deﬁnition 2.1:
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Lemma 4.1. Let v be in L1ðOÞ without any flat zones, i.e. measðPðvÞÞ ¼ 0; and
bAL1ðOÞ: For all fACðRÞ; we haveZ
O
bvðjv4vðxÞjÞfðvÞðxÞ dx ¼
Z
O
bfðvÞ dx:
In particular, if u˜ :¼ ðv þ gÞ is a weak solution to ð *PÞ then,Z
O
bu˜fðu˜Þðt; xÞ dx ¼
Z
O
bu˜ðju˜ðtÞ4u˜ðt; xÞjÞfðu˜Þðt; xÞ dx a:e: tAð0; TÞ:
Proof. Since v does not have ﬂat regions it follows that vðmðvÞÞ ¼ v and soZ
O
bðxÞfðvðxÞÞ dx ¼
Z
O
bðxÞfðvðmðvðxÞÞÞÞ dx:
The mean value operator property proved in [31] (see also [29]) allows us to write the
above integral as an integral over O by using the relative rearrangement in the
following way: Z
O
bðxÞfðvðmðvðxÞÞÞÞ dx ¼
Z
O
bvðsÞfðvðsÞÞ ds:
Since the function f is continuous, it is a Borel function and the identity fðvÞ ¼
½fðvÞv holds (see, e.g., [31]). Thus, using once more that measðPðvÞÞ ¼ 0 and the
mean value operator property we getZ
O
bvðsÞfðvðsÞÞ ds ¼
Z
O
bvðsÞ½fðvÞvðsÞ ds ¼
Z
O
bvðjv4vðxÞjÞfðvðxÞÞ dx
which end the proof. &
Thus, the relation between the notion of the weak solutions and the standard
notion of weak solutions is given by
Theorem 4.1. Let u˜AL2ð0; T ; H1ðOÞÞ such that u˜ðt; Þ has not flat regions for a.e.
tA0; T ½:
(a) If u˜ is a weak solution of ð *PÞ (in the sense of Definition 2.1) and there exists a
Borel map gu˜ :R-R such that gu˜3u˜ ¼ bu˜ then u˜ satisfies ð *PÞ in the sense of
distributions D0ðQÞ:
(b) Conversely, if u˜ satisfies ð *PÞ in the sense of distributions D0ðQÞ; then it is a weak
solution in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Proof. For the ﬁrst part of the theorem it sufﬁces to show that bu˜ðt; xÞ ¼
bu˜ðju˜ðtÞ4u˜ðt; xÞjÞ for a.e. ðt; xÞAQ: First, let us observe that since u˜ satisﬁes the
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rearrangement condition (see (i) in Deﬁnition 2.1) we deduce, by an approximating
argument, that for any Borel function j on R with jðvðtÞÞAL1ðOÞZ
O
bvjðu˜ðt; xÞÞ dx ¼
Z
O
bjðu˜ðt; xÞÞ dx; ð32Þ
and, since u˜ðt; Þ does not have any ﬂat regions a.e. tAð0; TÞ; from Lemma 4.1 we
have: Z
O
bjðu˜ðt; xÞÞ dx ¼
Z
O
bu˜ðju˜ðtÞ4u˜ðt; xÞjÞjðu˜ðt; xÞÞ dx: ð33Þ
We consider now the function
jðsÞ ¼ bu˜ðju˜ðtÞ4sjÞ  gu˜ðsÞ; sAR ð34Þ
which is a Borel function in R for almost every t: Thus, from (32), (33) and (34) it
follows Z
O
ðbu˜ðju˜ðtÞ4u˜ðt; xÞjÞ  gu˜3u˜ðt; xÞÞ2 dx ¼ 0:
In order to prove the second result in the statement, let u˜ be a usual weak solution of
ðPÞ: That is, u˜AL2ð0; T ; H1ðOÞÞ such that bðu˜ÞAH1ð0; T ; H1ðOÞÞ satisfying ð *PÞ in
the sense of D0ðQÞ: We set bu˜ðt; xÞ :¼ bu˜ðju˜ðtÞ4u˜ðt; xÞjÞ; for ðt; xÞAQ: It remains to
check that this choice of bu˜ veriﬁes the relative rearrangement condition. Indeed, as
u˜ðt; Þ has not ﬂat region, we can argue as in Lemma 4.1 obtaining that, for a.e. t and
for all yAR;Z
fx: u˜ðt;xÞ4yg
bu˜jðu˜ðt; xÞÞ dx ¼
Z
fs: u˜ðt;sÞ4yg
bu˜jðu˜ðt; sÞÞ ds
¼
Z
fx: u˜ðt;xÞ4yg
bjðu˜ðt; xÞÞ dx:
The estimate ess infO bpbu˜pess supO b follows from the bound of the relative
rearrangement (see, e.g., the deﬁnition of the relative rearrangement in Section 2 or
[30,31]) and from the fact that bALNðOÞ: &
Next, we provide a sufﬁcient condition for the weak solution u of problem ðPÞ not
having ﬂat regions:
Theorem 4.2. Let u be a weak solution of ðPÞ and assume that aðxÞ does not have any
flat regions. Then, if
2ljjbjjNo
1 n
n
 
inf
O
a2; ð35Þ
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where n :¼ 2ljjbjjNSjOj
F 2v
o1 and S :¼ juþjN; it follows that uðtÞ has not flat regions for a.e.
tA0; T ½:
Proof. Suppose that there exists IC0; T ½; jI j40; and a constant cAR such that
measfxAO: uðt; xÞ ¼ cg40; for a:e: tAI :
Then, if cp0; by Stampacchia’s theorem we can deduce that DuðtÞ ¼ 0 a.e. on
Sc :¼ fxAO: uðt; xÞ ¼ cg: Let us denote by v :¼ uAH1ð0; T ; L2ðOÞÞ; then it follows
(see, e.g., [30, p. 63]) that there exists a constant Kc such that
@uðtÞ
@t ¼ Kc a.e. on Sc:
Thus, necessarily
Kc ¼ aðxÞFv for a:e: xASc; a:e: tAI ;
and so a has a ﬂat region of positive measure (fx: a ¼ 0g if Kc ¼ 0; and x: a ¼ FvKc
n o
otherwise), whose measure is at least measðScÞ: Hence, the assumption on a is
violates. Let us assume now that c40: In this case, necessarily
0 ¼ aGðuÞ þ luþðb  buÞ a:e: on Sc; and a:e: tAI :
But then, using the estimates that we have on GðuÞ; uþ and bu; we arrive to
ð2ljjbjjNjjuþjjNÞ2X infO a
2½F 2v  2ljjbjjNjjuþjj2N;
which is in contradiction with (35). &
Furthermore, the following corollary holds:
Corollary 4.1. Let us assume that measfxAO: jrweðt; xÞj ¼ 0g ¼ 0;
measfxAO: jrwaðt; xÞj ¼ 0g ¼ 0 and measfxAO: jrwðt; xÞj ¼ 0g ¼ 0 for a.e. t, then
we; wa and w satisfy the equations of the respective problems ðPeÞ; ðPaÞ and ðPÞ in the
sense of distributions D0ðQÞ:
Proof. Following Lemma 4, as the sequence wm given in Theorem 3.6 satisﬁes
that measfxAO: jrwmðt; xÞj ¼ 0g ¼ 0 for a.e. tA0; T ½; then the condition
measfxAO: jrweðt; xÞj ¼ 0g ¼ 0 implies that
bwmðtÞðjwmðtÞ4wmðt; ÞjÞ-bweðtÞðjweðtÞ4weðt; ÞjÞ in LpðOÞ;
as m-þN; for 1opoþN: Thus, we obtain that
bˆe ¼ bweðtÞðjweðtÞ4weðt; xÞjÞ:
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Repeating the same argument for wa; we get bˆa ¼ bwaðtÞðjwaðtÞ4waðt; xÞjÞ and bˆ0 ¼
bwðtÞðjwðtÞ4wðt; xÞjÞ; and so the conclusion is reached. &
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Appendix A. Derivation of ðPÞ
In this section we shall brieﬂy describe the derivation of problem ðPÞ; through the
modeling of the quasi-stationary processes occurring in a Stellarator machine. Let us
start saying that the Stellarators are a class of toroidal devices for the conﬁnement of
fusion plasmas by means of magnetic ﬁelds (for a detailed description of this
machine and of the processes taking place in it the reader is referred to [11,19,26]).
The nuclear fusion plasma used in these reactors is assumed to be an ideal ﬂuid and
so the ideal incompressible MHD system is used to derive our model, since it
provides a single-ﬂuid description of the macroscopic plasma behavior. The
equations of MHD are given by
Dv
Dt
¼ J Brp; ðA:1Þ
Eþ v B ¼ 1
m
J; r E ¼  @B
@t
; ðA:2Þ
r  B ¼ J; r  B ¼ 0: ðA:3Þ
In these equations the electromagnetic variables are the electric ﬁeld E; the
magnetic ﬁeld B and the current density J: We denote by v the ﬂuid velocity, p
the ﬂuid pressure and D
Dt
¼ @@t þ v  r the convective derivative. The
parameter m represents the electric conductivity. In Stellarators machines the plasma
is assumed to occupy an unknown region of the toroidal cavity (the plasma region),
surrounded by another region which is vacuous (the vacuum region). In the plasma
region we shall assume m ¼ 0; i.e., the plasma is a perfect conductor and so
Eqs. (A.1)–(A.3) become the system of ideal MHD. In the vacuum region we shall
take m ¼ 1:
Quasi-stationary processes in a Stellarator device appears when we work in a slow
reference time-scale: the resistive diffusion time-scale. In this characteristic times
scale’s, plasma would evolve through a series of states each of which would be very
near to an equilibrium, i.e., at each instant t; plasma can be regarded as being in
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MHD equilibrium (see, e.g., [21]). Following [6, Chapter IV] (see also [21]) a
dimensional analysis is done in order to neglect some quantities in the MHD system
(A.1)–(A.3) and to retain only the principal ones. In particular, it follows that the
term Dv
Dt
ðtÞ in (A.1) is negligible compared to rpðtÞ in the plasma region at time t:
Thus,
rpðtÞ ¼ JðtÞ  BðtÞ ðA:4Þ
is satisﬁed at each instant t in this region and so, at each instant t; plasma is in MHD
equilibrium. We point out that very little is known about the existence of solution for
the equilibria equation (A.4) in a 3D nonsymmetric torus; in particular, we mention
the work of Bruno and Laurence [9] for conﬁgurations close to axisymmetry (see
also, [12] for the case of a axisymmetric Stellarator). From (A.4) it follows that, for
any instant t;
BðtÞ  rpðtÞ ¼ 0 and JðtÞ  rpðtÞ ¼ 0: ðA:5Þ
Then, the pressure is constant on each magnetic surface (i.e., surface generated by
the magnetic ﬁeld lines) and they have to be (see, for instance, [19]) nested toroids,
but not necessarily symmetric or of circular cross-section. Thus, in order to get a
better description of it is useful to introduce a set of special toroidal coordinates
Boozer vacuum coordinates system ([7]) ðr; y;fÞ; where r ¼ rðx; y; zÞ is an arbitrary
function which is constant on each nested toroid and y ¼ yðx; y; zÞ is the poloidal
coordinate which is constant on any toroidal circuit but changes by 2p over a
poloidal circuit (here by a toroidal circuit we mean any closed loop that encircles the
axis of the torus once, and by a poloidal circuit a closed loop that encircles the minor
axis once) and f ¼ fðx; y; zÞ is the toroidal coordinate. For a vacuum conﬁguration
(i.e. without any plasma) the magnetic ﬁeld Bv may be written (see [11]) in covariant
form as
Bv ¼ Fvrf; ðA:6Þ
where Fv is a constant (which customary is taken as positive).
The Stellarators-type conﬁgurations are very complicated due to the fully three-
dimensional nature of the device (see, for instance, [11,23] or [26]). To simplify the
model to a two-dimensional problem different averaging methods were used for the
study of stationary models, such as the methods developed by Greene and Johnson
[21], and by Hender and Carreras [23]. Following the last reference we may
decompose the magnetic ﬁeld in terms of its toroidally averaged and rapidly varying
parts. For a general function f this decomposition takes the form
f ¼ / fSþ f˜; with / fS :¼ 1
2p
Z 2p
0
f df:
Using a suitable assumption on the Stellarator geometry (the Stellarator expansion
hypothesis) Hender and Carreras [23] show that the second equation in (A.3) leads to
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the equation
@
@r
r
BrðtÞ
D
  
þ @
@y
ByðtÞ
D
  
¼ 0;
where Bi are the contravariant components of the vacuum magnetic ﬁeld, i ¼ r; y;f;
and D is the Jacobian of the Boozer coordinate system. Thus, it follows the existence
of a potential function, the averaged poloidal flux function c ¼ cðt; r; yÞ; deﬁned at
each instant t by
BrðtÞ
D
 
¼ 1
r
@cðtÞ
@y
and
ByðtÞ
D
 
¼  @cðtÞ
@r
: ðA:7Þ
They also show that, when MHD equilibrium (A.4) exists, then /BfS is a
function c alone and the same for /pS (recall (A.5)). Thus, in our case, as
Eq. (A.4) is satisﬁed in the plasma region, by introducing the usual notation FðcÞ :
¼ /BfS and pðcÞ :¼ /pS; and following Hender and Carreras [23], we obtain that
c satisﬁes the following Grad–Shafranov type equation in the plasma region OpðtÞ;
at each tX0:
Dc ¼ aFðcÞ þ FðcÞF 0ðcÞ þ bp0ðcÞ: ðA:8Þ
That is, c satisﬁes, at each instant, the above equilibrium equation in Op; where a
and b are bounded functions that depend on geometrical aspects of the device and
such that b40:
In fact, in [23] the above equation is obtained for a different second order
elliptic operator L; but here, for the sake of simplicity we have replaced
it by the Laplacian one. A study of the case of L would follow the same
arguments that we have developed in this paper, with the addition of some technical
details (see [17]).
As we have already pointed out, Eq. (A.8) only holds on the (averaged) region
occupied by the plasma. In order to analyze the processes that takes place in the
vacuum region at time t; OpðtÞ; we follow once more [6, Chapter IV], obtaining, after
using (A.2), (A.3) and relation (A.6), that the equation satisﬁed by c in Ov :¼S
tA½0;T  ftg  OvðtÞ is
Dc ¼ aFv  @c
@t
;
Once obtained the equations satisﬁed by c in the plasma and vacuum regions, we
can give a global formulation as a free boundary problem by using that in the
vacuum region rp ¼ 0: Indeed, the free-boundary, that separates the plasma and
vacuum regions, is a magnetic surface, and thus, as p ¼ pðcÞ; we can identify (after
normalizing) the free boundary as the level line fcðtÞ ¼ 0g; the plasma region as
OpðtÞ ¼ fcðtÞ40g (and thus fp40g) and the vacuum region by OvðtÞ ¼ fcðtÞo0g
(and fp ¼ 0g). It is well-known that it is not possible to obtain the pressure from the
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MHD system and some constitutive law must be assumed. Here, for simplicity, we
shall assume the quadratic law (see, e.g., Temam [41])
pðcÞ ¼ l
2
½cþ2; cþ ¼ maxfc; 0g ðA:9Þ
which is compatible with the above normalization. Finally, to give an uniﬁed
formulation for the present model, we extend the unknown function FðcÞ for
negative values of c by using (A.6) and so we must ﬁnd cðt; xÞ and F :R-Rþ such
that FðsÞ ¼ Fv for any sp0; satisfying
 @c
@t
 Dc ¼ aFðcÞ þ FðcÞF 0ðcÞ þ lbcþ: ðA:10Þ
The above equation is satisﬁed in a bidimensional open set O obtained after
averaging the physical three-dimensional domain. The boundary condition that must
verify c results as a consequence of assuming that the wall of the device is perfectly
conducting and it is expressed as (see [11])
cðtÞ ¼ g on 0; T ½@O; ðA:11Þ
where g is a negative constant.
In order to complete the formulation of the problem under consideration
we must add the Stellarator condition imposing a zero net current within
each ﬂux magnetic surface. This condition, which comes from the
design of the external conductors in Stellarators, conforms one of the
characteristic of this type of reactors for nuclear fusion. According to the averaging
method by Hender and Carreras [23] this condition can be expressed (see [11]) for
a.e. tA0; T ½ asZ
fcðtÞXtg
½FðcÞF 0ðcÞ þ lbcþr dr dy ¼ 0 for any tA½inf c; sup c: ðA:12Þ
Summarizing we arrive to the mathematical formulation of the model describing
the evolution of equilibria in a plasma conﬁned in a Stellarator, as the following
inverse problem ðPI Þ: Let O be a bounded open regular set of R2 and T40; ﬁnd
u : ½0; T   O-R and F :R-R; such that FðsÞ ¼ Fv for any sp0 and ðu; FÞ
satisfying (A.10)–(A.12) and the boundary condition uð0; xÞ ¼ ðu0ðxÞÞ for a given
u0 :O-R:
In order to determine the unknown nonlinearity F we can reformulate problem
ðPIÞ by means of the notion of relative rearrangement, as it was done in [11,17] for
the stationary case. Here, we shall just give some indications on how to arrive to
problem ðPÞ and we shall omit the Lemmas and proofs needed for this derivation,
since they are slights modiﬁcations of the results appearing in [17]. In this sense,
following [11] (see also [17]) we can differentiate (formally) in the Stellarator
condition (A.12) with respect to y and using the notation in (A.9) (notice that we
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have also use the notation u ¼ c), we ﬁnd that
FðyÞF 0ðyÞ ¼ p0ðyÞ
R
uðtÞ1ðyÞ
bðxÞ
jruðt;xÞj dH1ðxÞR
uðtÞ1ðyÞ
dH1ðxÞ
jruðt;xÞj
a:e: tAð0; TÞ; ðA:13Þ
where H1 is the one-dimensional Hausdorf measure. We remark that functions of
similar nature to (A.13) appears very often in the mathematical treatment of the
study of equilibria in magnetically conﬁned plasmas and they are related with the
concept of averaging over magnetic surfaces (see [6,21–23,26]). From the
mathematical point of view, (A.13) can be expressed in terms of the relative
rearrangement bu: In particular, in (A.4) it was proved that when u is regular
enough (i.e., jruðtÞj1AL1ðOÞÞ we can set y ¼ uðt; sÞ; sAO; and thus (A.13)
becomes
Fðuðt; sÞÞF 0ðuðt;sÞÞ ¼ p0ðuðt;sÞÞbuðt; sÞ a:e: ðt; sÞAð0; TÞ  O;
from where we obtain ðPÞ: More precisely, we have the following result (whose
proof follows the same arguments of the one of Theorem 6 in [17]):
Theorem 5.1. Let u : ½0; T   O-R a measurable function such that, for a.e.
tAð0; TÞ; uðtÞAW 1;þNðOÞ and measfxAO: jruðt; xÞj ¼ 0g ¼ 0 and set mˆ ¼ essinf u
and M ¼ esssup u: Assume that mˆðtÞ ¼ infO uðtÞp0 a.e. tAð0; TÞ: If ðu; FÞ is a
solution of ðPI Þ such that FAW 1;Nðmˆ; MÞ and FðyÞ ¼ Fv for yp0; then u is a solution
of ðPÞ and
FðyÞ ¼ F 2v  2
Z yþ
0
p0ðsÞbuðtÞð juðtÞ4sjÞ ds
 1=2
þ
;
for a.e. t and for all yAðmˆðtÞ; MðtÞÞ: Conversely, if u is a solution of ðPÞ; then the pair
ðu; GÞ is a solution of ðPI Þ and GAW 1;NðmˆðtÞ; MðtÞÞ for a.e. tAð0; TÞ:
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